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Abstract. In terms of existing time series clustering method based on Euclidean distance metric, 
with the increasing dimension of time series, the time complexity of the algorithm will be increased 
too; and this method can also lead to incorrect clustering result because of it unable to recognize the 
abnormal values in time series. Principal component analysis retains large variance and contains 
more information by linear transformation; it can effectively reduce the dimension of the time series 
and identify outliers. This paper proposes the idea of time series clustering analysis method based 
on principal component analysis. Firstly, applying principal component analysis to time series 
dataset, by way of dimension reduction, obtained the corresponding coefficient matrix and 
eigenvalues. Secondly, using clustering method based on Euclidean distance on the calculated 
coefficient matrix, the clustering result of coefficient matrix is consistent with time series dataset. 
Using simulation data and meteorological data to validate this method, the experimental results 
show that time complexity of time series clustering method proposed in this paper is significantly 
better than the algorithm based on Euclidean distance, especially for time series dataset which has 
linear correlation.    

1. Introduction 
Time series is an important high-dimensional data type, a random sequence which is in 

accordance with order time and exists interrelationship, widely in the field of engineering, scientific 
observation, and economic management. Such as the medical heart beat series; weather daily 
precipitation sequence; the stock closing price series, observation sequence of blackbody on 
satellites etc [1]. In recent years, more and more scholars began to pay attention to the time series 
data mining. Time series data mining has very important practical value, time series clustering is an 
important task among time series data mining. 

Different from traditional clustering analysis, the time series data which processed by cluster 
analysis is time-varying; the aim of time series clustering is to put the similar time series together, 
and take different time series apart. However, due to the main characteristics of time series: 
high-dimension, complex, dynamic and high noise etc, making many traditional clustering 
algorithms cannot be applied to the time series data. At present, time series clustering methods can 
be divided into three major categories, 1) Raw-data-based approaches, clustering the original time 
series data directly without any pretreatment, the method mostly used is to change the existing static 
data clustering method for processing time series. Euclidean distance is the simplest and most 
widely used method for the numerical time series. Furthermore Manhattan's p=1 and Maximum’s 
Lp paradigm of p=∞ [2] is also commonly used clustering methods based on the raw time series 
data. In order to solve the problem of varying lengths of template matching, Berndt etc proposes a 
dynamic Time warping distance (DTW)[3], but the amount of calculation time is too large and the 
method commonly used in voice recognition. 2) Feature-based approaches, Due to characteristics of 
the time series, directly using time series data mining not only cost too much in computing and 
storage but also affect the reliability and accuracy of data mining algorithms, may be result in 
"disaster of dimensionality." To avoid these problems, it is necessary to find an appropriate data 
representation to simplify the dimension of time series data. Commonly used methods are PAA 
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which is proposed by Keogh and Yi [4], Pratt and Fink proposed a piecewise linear representation 
based on important points [5]. Eammon, who gives a new approach named symbolic aggregate 
approximation (SAX) on the basis of PAA [6, 7]. SAX defines a distance measure between the 
symbols, and the method to ensure that the distance between the two symbol sequences to meet the 
actual distance between the two time series of the lower bound of the requirements, implementation 
of the method is simple and can effectively solve the problem of high dimensionality. But the 
downside is that it cannot effectively distinguish the similarity between sequences. 3) Model-based 
approaches, the basic idea of this category is time series modeling first, and then by using the model 
parameters, coefficients, and statistical information such as fitting residual to carry out time series 
clustering. Commonly used time series model is autoregressive moving average model (ARMA), 
hidden Markov model (HMM), and artificial neural network model (ANN) etc. There are many 
research results in this aspect, Xiong and Yeung [8] assume that the time series is generated by the 
K kept ARMA model, use an algorithm called expectation-maximization to learn model coefficients 
and parameters, compare to other algorithm, this EM algorithm can adaptively determine the 
optimal clustering number. Oates etc [9] presented a hybrid time series clustering algorithm that 
uses dynamic time warping and hidden Markov model induction. The two methods complement 
each other: DTW produces a rough initial clustering and the HMM removes from these clusters the 
sequences that do not belong to them. The downside is that the HMM removes some good 
sequences along with the bad ones.  

At present the existing methods have their own advantages and disadvantages, Raw-data-based 
approaches are relatively simple and can be carried out directly on the time series clustering, but 
this kind of method will not applicable when the size of time series data is too large and with some 
noise. Feature-based time series clustering approaches by means of reduce dimension to enhance 
efficiency of the algorithm, but sometimes it will lost important information of the original data 
after reduction. The advantages of model-based clustering approaches is that can handle time series 
which has noisy, uncertain characteristic, or too much change, but its disadvantage is that the 
process is too complicated, requiring establish a model for time series first, then using the model 
parameters, coefficients etc to excavate the time series. On this basis, this paper proposes a time 
series clustering method based on principal component analysis, this method combines the 
advantages of the raw-based approaches and feature-based approaches. The step of this method is 
applying principal component analysis to time series dataset firstly, by way of dimension reduction, 
obtained the corresponding coefficient matrix and eigenvalues. Secondly, using clustering method 
based on Euclidean distance on the calculated coefficient matrix, finally we find that the clustering 
result of coefficient matrix is consistent with time series dataset. This method can not only obtain 
accurate clustering result, and compared with the time series clustering method based on Euclidean 
distance, can significantly improve the efficiency of the algorithm.  

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will review the related definitions which used 
in this paper. In section 3 we will introduce our clustering method and simulation, followed by the 
experimental evaluations in section 4. The conclusions are given in section 5. 

2. Related definitions 
2.1. Time Series dataset 

Time series is an ordered set of elements combined with record value and record time, recorded 
as  ( ) ( ) ( ){ }= = = =(1) , , (2) , , , ( ) ,1 1 2 2x x v t x v t L x T v tT T  , element ( ),v tT T  indicates the 

record value vT  at record time tT [10]. When m time series which has correlation compose a 

matrix called time series dataset, recorded as ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , , 1, 2, ,1 2X x t x t x t t Tm= =  , it also can 
expressed as formula (1): 
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For generalized time series dataset, record values ( ) = , 1,2,x t t Ti  can be various types, 
including discrete symbol, structure data, multimedia data, etc. This paper considers only narrow 
time series, which means ( ) = , 1,2,x t t Ti

 is a real value.  
2.2. Principal Component Analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) [11] is an effective method of multivariate statistical data 
analysis, on the premise of little or no loss of the raw information, it can converse complex data 
which has correlation to less number and unrelated integrated indicators to each other by linear 
combination, and thus it will achieve the goal of dimension reduction. With this idea, formula (1) 
can approximately express as n of T-dimensional linear independent time series dataset, namely: 

( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , , , , , 1, 2, ,1 2 1 2
T T

x t x t x t A y t y t y t t Tm n= =                 (2) 

In this expression, where ( ) ,1 ,A a n m n Tm nij= ≤ ≤ ≤×  is called the coefficient matrix of the raw 

time series dataset. 
2.3. Euclidean distance 

Euclidean distance, it is a commonly used distance definition. The Euclidean distance equation 
between two of n-dimensional vector is: 

2( )1 21

n
Dis x xi ii

= −∑
=

                                    (3) 

Or               ( )( )TDis a b a b= − −                                     (4) 

3. Time series clustering method based on principal component analysis 
3.1. Analysis of Algorithm 

Among the current existing time series clustering algorithm, method based on Euclidean distance 
is simple and widely used, especially feasible for numerical time series. But when the dimension of 
time series dataset is too large will cause the low efficiency of the algorithm as well as the problem 
of inaccurate result. Due to the time series dataset which is need to do clustering analysis is made 
up by several components of different ways, these ingredients contain different information lead to 
some become to the primary components and another become to secondary components. Combined 
with the ideology of principal component analysis in multivariate statistical analysis, can identify 
the main factors of the components and remove some minor factors. Experiments found that a linear 
combination of time series dataset under these major factors namely coefficient matrix, its 
Euclidean distance clustering result reflects the clustering result of raw time series dataset. 
3.2. Time Series’ Clustering Algorithm based on principal component analysis 

Input of the algorithm: ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , , 1, 2, ,1 2x t x t x t t Tm =  , time series dataset; threshold, 
Euclidean distance threshold; 
Output of the algorithm:  

{ 1 2 }, { ( ) ( ) ( )}( , , 1, 2, ; 1, 2, )result R R Rn Rn x t x t x t i j k m t Ti j k= ∪ ∪ = ∪ = =    , time series 

clustering result; 
Specific steps: 
Step 1: time series standardization; 
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  ( ( ), 0)m mean X t axism= =  
data m− =  

Step2: solving the covariance matrix; 
  C = cov(transpose(data))×m t  
Step3: computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors (coefficient matrix); 
  eigvalue,eigvectors = linalg.eig(C)n t×  
Step4: calculate Euclidean distance of coefficient matrix; 
  dis = pdist(eigvectors, 'euclidean')  
Step5: get the Euclidean distance matrix based on Euclidean distance formula; 
  dis = {d }, i = 1, 2 n, j = i + 1ij   

Step6: in accordance with the input threshold and calculated matrix in step5, obtain the final 
result; 

  { 1 2 }, { ( ) ( ) ( )}( , , 1, 2, ; 1, 2, )result R R Rn Rn x t x t x t i j k m t Ti j k= ∪ ∪ = ∪ = =     

3.3. Simulation data validation 
To validate the accuracy and validity of the proposed method on the clustering result, we design 

a group of simulation data; it is a set of time series, the expression shown in Table 1: where rand is 
an integer from 0 to 1. 
 

Table1: a set of simulation time series 
Time series A new time series 
( ) (cos( ))1y t sign t=   ( ) ( ) 3 25 1y t y t rand= + + ×  
( ) mod(2 ,1)2y t tπ=  ( ) ( ) 6 0.56 2y t y t rand= + + ×  
( ) sin(2 / 20)3y t tπ=  ( ) ( ) 4 0.77 3y t y t rand= + + ×  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )4 24 1 2 3y t y t y t y t= × + + ×  ( ) ( ) 2 38 4y t y t rand= + + ×  
 

Above structure of simulation data in table1, can be clearly classify the time series to 4 sets. It is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ , } { , } { , } { , }, 1, 2, 3 ,1005 71 2 6 3 4 8y t y t y t y t y t y t y t y t t∪ ∪ ∪ =  , the image of this set of 

time series in fig.1: 
 

 
Fig.1: from top to bottom, left to right, the image is y1 to y8 successively. 

 
  Follow the steps of principal component analysis, firstly solving the covariance matrix of time 

series dataset, and secondly obtaining covariance matrix’s eigenvalue and eigenvectors (coefficient 
matrix), its coefficient matrix calculated as follows: 
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0.1530 0.3116 0.1260
0.0029 0.0139 0.6907
0.0372 0.6336 0.0788
0.6893 0.0349 0.0293

3 0.1530 0.3116 0.1260
0.0029 0.0139 0.6907
0.0372 0.6336 0.0788
0.6893 0.0349 0.0293

T

− − 
 
 
 −
 
 =  − −
 
 
 −
  
 

 

  Because of the simulation data designed has less dimension , it can be seen by observation that 
the first row and the fifth row, second row and the sixth row, the third row and the seventh row, the 
fourth row and the eighth row is identical Class. This is consistent with the previous hypothesis. 
Thereby verify the correctness and effectiveness of the clustering algorithm proposed in paper. 
When the coefficient matrix has too much dimensions, it is difficult to draw conclusion by 
observation matrix value, instead of that you can calculate the Euclidean distance of coefficient 
matrix, through the result of the Euclidean distance matrix can be derived time series dataset’s 
clustering result. By means of the above experiment result that the algorithm can not only obtain the 
right time series data clustering result, but also can effectively reduce the time complexity of the 
algorithm. 

The advantages of time series clustering based on principal component analysis are: 1) the ability 
of dimension reduction by ideology of principal component analysis, masterly convert original big 
dataset’s clustering issue to solving the coefficient matrix’s Euclidean distance matrix issue. 2) By 
means of calculating the coefficient matrix of Euclidean distance between vectors, obtained 
clustering results of the original time series dataset. 3) Algorithm is simple and easy to implement, 
and can effectively reduce the time complexity of the algorithm. 

4. Experiments and Analysis of Result 
4.1. Experimental Data 

In the experiment, we use annual observation data of 2012 on FY-3 MERSI. Because 
meteorological observation data are numerical data, and has the same length of different dimensions, 
it is ideally suitable for using algorithm which is described in this paper to do time series clustering 
analysis. The time series dataset information is mainly space view observation values, different 
temperature values on the satellite. Where space view observation time series is divided into 20 
channels, there are 7 temperature time series, the information of the dataset is shown in Table 2. 
Using clustering method referred in this paper to analyze which temperature influence the different 
channels of space view observation values, the result have significance for meteorological 
calibration work. 

Table 2 Introduction of time series Dataset 
Name Meaning Length 

SV_B1 Space view observation value channel 1 365 
SV_B2 Space view observation value channel 2 365 
       

SV_B20 Space view observation value channel 20 365 
Bracket1 Bracket 1 temperature on satellite 365 
Bracket2 Bracket 2 temperature on satellite 365 

BB Blackbody temperature on satellite 365 
Cool1 Cool 1 temperature on satellite 365 
Cool2 Cool 2 temperature on satellite 365 

KMirror K mirror device temperature 365 
VOC Visible scanner temperature 365 
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4.2. Experimental Methods 
This paper chooses clustering algorithm based on Euclidean distance which referred in 

introduction to compare with algorithm proposed in paper, by increasing the dimension of time 
series dataset to compare the time complexity of two algorithms. 

Time series clustering algorithm based on principal component analysis proposed in this paper 
need to enter two parameters, one is time series dataset ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , , 1, 2, ,1 2x t x t x t t Tm =  and 
another is distance threshold. By means of this method can first get the Euclidean distance matrix 
between different dimensions of coefficient matrix, than use this distance matrix and the input 
threshold we can finally obtain the clustering result of raw time series dataset.    
4.3. Result and Analysis  

(1) With the increasing dimension of time series dataset, compare the time complexity of this 
two algorithms, result is shown in figure 2: where “ ” stand for using method based on Euclidean 
distance, “∗ ”stand for using method based on principal component analysis. 
 

 
Fig.2 time complexity of two algorithms 

 
  It can be seen from Figure 2, with the increasing of data dimension, the running time of 

algorithm based on PCA is much better than the running time of algorithm based on Euclidean 
distance. Illustrate that the proposed algorithm in this paper can reduce the dimension of the raw 
time series dataset, through calculate the coefficient matrix’s Euclidean distance to achieve better 
results.   

 (2) By using PCA to calculate time series dataset in table 2, the cumulative contribution of the 
first nine main ingredients in covariance matrix is high, so choose the first nine eigenvalues’ 
corresponding coefficient to do time series clustering, algorithm input threshold is set to 0.1 the 
results shown in Table 3: 

Table 3 clustering result of experiment data 
Clustering result Name of dimension in time series dataset 

Set 1 SV_B5, SV_B12, SV_B13, SV_B14, SV_B15, SV_B16, 
SV_B17, SV_B19, SV_B20,Cool1,Cool2，Kmirror，VOC 

Set 2 SV_B8，SV_B9，SV_B10，SV_B11，Bracket1，Bracket2 
Set 3 SV_B1，SV_B2，SV_B3，SV_B4，SV_B6，SV_B7，BB 

 
Through the clustering result we can draw conclusion that space view observation value channel 

5,12,13,14,15,16,17,19,20 subject to temperature Cool1, Cool2, Kmirror, VOC impact, cluster to a 
class. Time series observation values of space view channel 8, 9, 10, and 11 influenced by 
temperature Bracket1, Bracket2, so clustered together. Space view observations channel 1, 2, 
3,4,6,7 affected by temperature BB and clustered together. The clustering result takes role as guide 
for meteorological calibration. 
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5. Conclusion 
There are deficiencies in the time series clustering method based on Euclidean distance, this 

method is not good at deal with time series dataset which has high dimensions and contain outliers. 
Combined with idea of principal component analysis in multivariate statistical analysis, first of all 
find the main ingredient of time series dataset, then solve the coefficient matrix under the main 
ingredient, through experiments we find that the clustering result of coefficient matrix is consistent 
with time series dataset. So this article is proposed a time series clustering method based on 
principal component analysis and Euclidean distance. 

  Experimental result show that compared with the time series clustering algorithm based on 
Euclidean distance, the method proposed in this paper can quickly and efficiently obtained the 
clustering result. Under the same time series dataset, the running time of this method is significantly 
less than the running time of time series clustering algorithm based on Euclidean distance, and 
experimental result on simulation data and real data show that it is correct and effective clustering 
result. Especially when the time series in the dataset has a linear correlation, the approach proposed 
in this paper has obvious advantages. But the downside of this approach is that when the time series 
dataset with nonlinear correlation, the result will have mistakes, it needs to continue to improve 
until achieving better result. 
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